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Rights Groups Call for Sudan War Crimes Investigation (Voice of America) By Michael Atit 
July 31, 2023

A group of Sudanese rights and professional bodies has accused both warring parties in Sudan of committing atrocities that could be prosecuted as war
crimes and crimes against humanity. In a petition addressed to United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, the coalition called for an
investigation by the International Criminal Court.

More than 30 Sudanese rights groups and professional entities are accusing both the Sudan Armed Forces and the paramilitary Rapid Support Forces of committing human rights violations against civilians in
Sudan’s Darfur region and elsewhere.

In a joint statement issued Saturday, the rights groups demanded an immediate investigation into the alleged violations and for the referral of the matter to the International Criminal Court through the United
Nations Security Council.

Speaking to VOA, Nafisa Hajar, deputy head of the Darfur Bar Association, said her group has documented a series of violations and attacks, including mass killings, ethnic cleansing and forceful displacement,
which she said would amount to war crimes and crimes against humanity.

She said, given that the judicial system of Sudan is now paralyzed due to the ongoing war, the international community should take action to bring the perpetrators to a court of law.

Hajar said right now there are continued airstrikes on civilian buildings, civilians are forcefully displaced from their homes, and women are being systematically raped. All these atrocities, she said, should be
counted as war crimes.

On July 13, the prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Karim Khan, announced the opening of a new investigation regarding allegations of war crimes in the context of the war in Sudan, especially in the
city of El Geneina in West Darfur state.

Hajar said the motive behind the filed petition is to help the victims and to prevent the continued impunity of the alleged perpetrators.

She said both the army and the RSF deserve to be investigated.

Hajar said at the moment there are serious violations of all treaties and agreements that call for protection of civilians. She said the rights of Sudanese civilians are now being violated by both warring parties.

Sudanese lawyer Abdul Basit Al Haj criticized the Sudan Armed Forces for failing to protect civilians in El Geneina during RSF attacks in the city and elsewhere in Sudan.

Speaking to VOA, Al Haj said the RSF has been attacking hospitals, occupying them, targeting doctors in Khartoum, and committing genocide and ethnic cleansing of non-Arab groups, specifically the Masalit
ethnic group in West Darfur state. “They are occupying civilians’ houses,” he said. “They occupy hospitals, schools, universities, and destroy all these buildings. ... According to the definition of war crimes, these are
war crimes or crimes against humanity.”

Sudan Army spokesperson Nabeel Abdallah distanced the military from these atrocities, saying “all” were committed by the RSF.

“They took over the homes of citizens in Khartoum by force and turned them into military barracks," Abdallah told VOA.

VOA reached out to the RSF commander's special adviser for foreign affairs, Ibrahim Mukhayer, for a comment, but received no immediate reply.

War broke out between the army and the Rapid Support Forces on April 15. The conflict has since forced some 3.5 million people to flee their homes, including 844,000 who have gone to neighboring countries in
search of safety, according to the United Nations.
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Liberia: Alleged Warlord Deported Back Home from US (Front Page Africa) July 31, 2023

Immigration and customs authorities in the US city of Detroit, Michigan, have deported an alleged Liberian warlord back home.

Varfley Dolleh, 56, was deported on June 21st, but news of his deportation, which is in connection with his alleged role in Liberia’s first civil war, was only made public by the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement’s (ICE) Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO), two days ago. Dolley is a former executive of the United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy (Ulimo), a rebel group accused by
Liberia’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), of widespread human rights violations, including rape, murder, torture, and sexual enslavement. Dolley is not named in the final report, which former
TRC commissioners have repeatedly said it’s not exhaustive.

“ERO Detroit officers will continue to work towards safer communities in Michigan and Ohio,” said Robert Lynch, Director of Detroit ERO Field Office. “It is essential for ICE to enforce final orders of removal
for known or suspected human rights violators. These individuals deserve to be held accountable, and they may not evade due process here in the United States no matter how much time has passed.”

Dolley’s deportation comes, amid renewed calls for a war crimes court to prosecute alleged perpetrators of the country’s civil wars—calls that have been ignored by the Sirleaf and Weah administrations. Except
for Cllr. Tiawan Gongloe, standard bearer of the Liberia People’s Party (LPP), and Alexander Cummings, standard bearer of the Collaborating Political Parties (CPP), no other leading Liberian presidential
candidates have committed to the court if they win October’s election.

Dolley, who had initially been admitted to the US state of New York in 1998, travelled to Canada in 2019. But his application for admission to Detroit-Windsor port in 2022 was denied. He was “served a notice
and order of expedited removal and arrested by U.S. Customs and Border Protection.”

The ex-Ulimo official was then taken into custody, and ordered deported to Liberia by an immigration judge, a decision he did not challenge. Dolley is the second alleged Liberian warlord to be deported to
Liberia from the US in connection with Liberia’s civil wars. Representative George Borley, leader of the Liberia Peace Council (LPC), was also deported by the Immigration and Customs Enforcement in 2012.

Liberia: Massacre Victims, Survivors Want The Armed Forces of Liberia Take Responsibility for Lutheran Church Massacre (Front Page Africa) By Gerald C. Koinyeneh
August 1, 2023

Survivors of the Peter’s Lutheran Church massacre have made a renewed call on the Government of Liberia and international partners to set up
mechanisms for those who committed the heinous crimes against them and their deceased relatives to face justice.

On top of their request this year, the survivors called on the Armed forces of Liberia to take responsibility for the action committed by the army 33 years ago during Liberia’s first civil war.

“That we recognize that there has been a change and restructuring of the Armed Forces of Liberia, transforming them into a force for good. It is with this recognition that we call upon the current army to
shoulder responsibility for crimes the institution committed. We believe that it is of utmost significance that the army, as a symbol of protection and justice, take the lead in acknowledging the pain and
suffering endured by victims,” said the Lutheran Church Massacre Survivors’ Association, LUMASA, in a statement delivered by its executive director Marcus Paye Quoigoah.

The Saint Peter’s Lutheran Church massacre, according to Liberia’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), was one of the worst single atrocities of the First Liberian civil war. An estimated 600 people
including women, children and the elderly who had sought refuge at the Church designated by the Red Cross and the United Nations as shelter, were murdered allegedly by the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL)
loyal to then President Samuel Doe.

As rebel forces gained strength, the AFL grew more brazen and increasingly attacked civilians, specifically targeting members of the Mano and Gio tribes, who they believed were loyal to Charles Taylor’s rebel
movement- the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL). By late July, as many as 2,000 civilians—mostly Manos and Gios—were sheltering in the Lutheran Church compound, sleeping in the church, its
courtyard, and the school building. On the night of July 29, 1990, as NPFL forces closed in on Monrovia, AFL soldiers stormed the crowded St. Peter’s Lutheran Church compound and attacked the
approximately 2000 civilians taking shelter inside.

Men, women, and children were gunned down as they attempted to flee. Many who survived the initial rounds of shooting were hacked to death with machetes as soldiers spread out over the compound,
ensuring the slaughter was complete. Some people survived by hiding under piles of dead bodies until the soldiers left. Most sources estimate that over 600 civilians died over the course of that night. But some
survivors say the number may be far greater than that. LUMASA said it is now time that the current Armed Forces of Liberia imitate the good role played by the Rwandan army. In the aftermath of the 1994
Rwandan Genocide, the national army of Rwanda took a proactive step to restore the dignity of victims and survivors. Through its army initiative, the army constructed homes and other facilities. This initiative
was aimed at identifying with victims and survivors of the genocide and alleviating some of their suffering.

‘Where is justice?

Despite the atrocities, no one has held accountable for the massacre in Liberia. However, in August 2022, a U.S. Court found Moses Thomas, ex-commander of the defunct Special Anti-Terrorist Unit (SATU),
guilty of ordering the massacre and ordered him to pay US$84 million to four victims of the massacre. But before the ruling, he fled the U.S. and it is believed that he is in Liberia.

Thomas, speaking to New Narrative and FrontPage Africa from hideout, angrily dismissed the judgment.

“Look Sir, I am having a good Saturday. I don’t want to be bothered with nonsense! Nonsense!” Thomas said in a phone call. “Stupidity! Quote me in any way you want to. Let them go to hell and kiss my a…!”

“I will ship $84 million and put it in a mail and send it to them to pay for nonsense! To hell with their decision and everything!” Taking aim at the judges he said, “You think I have time for corrupt judges who
make stupid decisions without any evidence?”

In a set of recommendations, the group reiterated the call for justice. “Again, in closing, as an organization committed to upholding human rights and humanitarian values, we solemnly demand that the
responsible parties be held accountable for their actions. said Quoigoah.

Continuing, he said: “The memories of those lost in this horrific event deserve justice and recognition. We call upon the authorities to pursue a just and robust effort with every necessary legal means, ensuring
that those responsible for this merciless act face the consequences of their actions.”

The group also called for the exhumation of the remains of their loved ones buried in mass graves at the entrance of the Church.

“As a survivor of this unimaginable atrocity, I stand before you with a wounded body, yet fortified by truth and the hope that we can work together to ensure that the memory of our fallen loved ones is never
forgotten. On behalf of the survivors of this massacre, I respectfully request that the remains of those buried in mass graves on the grounds of the church be exhumed and reburied for proper memorialization.”
The group said it is a profound tragedy that these innocent victims were denied the dignity and respect that they deserve in death. Therefore, the utmost urgency is required to rectify this injustice.

“As the head of the survivor group of this massacre, I strongly advocate for the establishment of a memorial site or a site of consciousness, such as a museum, to eulogize the lives lost. The cardinal reason why
proper memorialization is crucial for our loved ones buried in mass graves is that it serves as a means of healing and reconciliation for the families and communities affected. It also serves as a reminder for
future generations of our collective responsibility to ensure that such atrocities do not reoccur.”

The group also implored the government and international community to use its positions to bring this heinous crime to the attention Keeping victims and survivors healthy and provided for represents the first
line of justice. It is essential to restore our inherent dignity as human beings, rebuild shattered lives, and give us hope for a better future. By uplifting our spirits and addressing our physical and mental well-
being, you enable us to find solace, strength, and purpose, and to testify impartially in the pursuit of justice.”

The memorial for the St. Peter’s Lutheran Church Massacre over the weekend was expected to be solemn, and the graphic, mournful narratives of survivors could only deepen the grief of congregants of the
horrible event that turned the church into a slaughterhouse.

The survivors recounted the horrors on that fateful night. Esther Dahn explained she lost her husband and four children, adding, she and her only surviving daughter suffered a severed bullet wound.

“They shot me in my hand and my legs. They cut my foot. My children were three boys and two girls. Only one survived. And they cut her hand. All my children and my husband left here. I am living in pain,”
Esther recounted as she cried out.

Ivan K. Newall, now in his 70s, also explained that he lost his sons and wife, and was badly wounded. Another survivor said she is living with bullets in her spine. Doctors advise that any operation to remove
them may lead to her death.

Why successive Liberian governments continue to ignore the TRC recommendations to prosecute those accused of committing war crimes and crimes against humanity, several Liberians, under international
laws have been tried outside of Liberia – in the U.S. and Europe.

As the survivors await justice which for now appears elusive, they are never shy to tell their stories, no matter how painful it is, with optimism that someday those voices will be heard as summed up for them by
Quoigoah.

“For the past 33 years, we have been abandoned and left to grapple with our challenges by ourselves. Our physical injuries, financial burden, emotional pain, and psychological trauma have been ignored and
overlooked with impunity. We are told to pick ourselves up even with our amputated arms and legs. We are expected to run at life again even with these unfair odds imposed on us. We are dying the death we
survived 33 years ago without the screams in our ears this time, even outside the St. Peter’s Lutheran Church compound. Where is justice?” Where is fairness?… We are left to navigate through life with
untreated wounds and unhealed trauma, enduring a nightmare of stonewalling attention to justice, unfulfilled promises, ignored pleas and deaf ears.”
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Ruto Lawyer Reports Raila to ICC (Kenyans) By Mark Obar
July 29, 2023

Adrian Kamotho, representing Victims of Maandamano Insurgents (VMI), on Friday, July 28, claimed that his clients had borne the brunt of crimes
perpetrated by protesters.

In his letter to ICC Chief Prosecutor Karim Khan, Kamotho claimed that the anti-government demonstrations were driven by mayhem, vandalism, looting, terror and destruction of property.

"We are instructed to respectfully draw your attention to grave humanitarian atrocities and war crimes perpetrated against our clients that fall at the heart of your mandate as delineated by the Rome Statute of
the International Criminal Court, which inter alia confers upon the ICC, unfettered jurisdiction in relation to crimes of international concern, in complementarity to national criminal jurisdictions.

"Our clients are compellingly persuaded that a time has come for the Office of the Prosecutor to take decisive steps in consonance with Article 15 of the Rome Statute to redress acute humanitarian
transgressions and war crimes being perpetrated with impunity by Hon. Raila Odinga, a former prime minister," Kamotho requested.

He also accused former President Uhuru Kenyatta of declining to retire and engaging in an extremist political overdrive.

Kamotho implored Khan to unearth alleged ill motives concealed by the Handshake brothers towards the Republic of Kenya, arguing that they devised their sinister plots after losing the August 2022
Presidential Election to President William Ruto.

"Upon conclusion of the transition, Kenya enjoyed a remarkable period of boisterous peace and tranquillity. However, in subsequent days, our clients avow that Hon. Raila Amollo Odinga of the Azimio
Coalition, in partnership with Hon. Uhuru Kenyatta, the chairman of the said Coalition, commenced a scathing campaign of hate, disinformation, propaganda, incitement and violence against the lawfully
established Government of the Republic of Kenya.

"Astounding to our client, is the callous manner in which Odinga and Kenyatta continue to sponsor a wave of terror and deadly violence codenamed Maandamano against innocent citizens and law enforcement
agencies," the letter read in parts.

Kamotho asked the ICC to monitor the situation in Kenya and be ready to intervene if prompted by the circumstances.

The attorney's letter to ICC lawyer Karim Khan was drafted a few days after a lobby group, Operation Linda Ugatuzi, reported President William Ruto, Interior Cabinet Secretary Kithure Kindiki and Inspector
General of Police Japhet Koome to the Hague.

Linda Ugatuzi, on Thursday, July 20, accused the trio of crimes against humanity and urged ICC to investigate and charge them with the destruction of property and death of innocent civilians.

Kenyan doctors say civilians were shot, and some killed, while running from police during protests (Washington Post) By Cara Anna
August 4, 2023

Doctors in Kenya say the bullet wounds that civilians received during opposition protests in two counties last month show that most were shot while
running from police or trying to surrender, according to a report released Friday.

The report by the Kenya Medical Association, Amnesty International Kenya and the Law Society of Kenya looked at three days of protests in the western counties of Kisumu and Kisii, part of the opposition’s
stronghold. It confirmed at least 11 people killed, most of them shot dead, and counted at least 47 others with gunshot wounds.

“There was indeed the use of excessive force by the police” during the protests over the rising cost of living, the report said, noting that some victims were simply bystanders, including a woman watching the
demonstrations from her shop. She was shot in the chest.

The findings come less than a week after Kenya’s government said it would consider leading a multinational force in Haiti to take on gang warfare and could send 1,000 Kenyan police officers. The United
States, as this month’s president of the United Nations Security Council, seeks to introduce a resolution authorizing the force. Some Haitians have expressed skepticism.

Human rights groups have long accused Kenyan police of abuses, and those warnings spread during the recent demonstrations. Another watchdog confirmed at least 35 people were killed last month.

The new report is based on visits and interviews with survivors and witnesses.

“First responders noted that some victims’ families were not allowed to see or photograph bullets extracted from the bodies of their loved ones,” it said. “Concerns over police tampering with evidence were high.
One elderly father used his bare hands to find the bullet lodged in his son’s open skull.”

A police spokeswoman did not comment on the report and its allegations. A spokesman for the interior ministry, Francis Gachuri, said they were waiting to be asked by the report’s authors for a reaction.

The report calls for immediate investigations by the government-created Independent Policing Oversight Authority.

ICC Prosecutor Karim Khan recuses himself from Kenya cases (The East African) August 8, 2023

The International Criminal Court (ICC) prosecutor Karim Khan who is at the centre of conflict between President William Ruto’s Kenya Kwanza and
opposition chief Raila Odinga’s Azimio la Umoja One Kenya coalition has recused himself from all Kenya cases at The Hague based court to guard
against conflict of interest, his office has revealed.

In a communique to the Nation following allegations by Mr Odinga’s camp that Mr Khan’s visit to Kenya last week could interfere with their case at the court, the office of the prosecutor (OTP)’s public
information unit clarified that the official was in the country in his private capacity.

“The Prosecutor was in Kenya in a private capacity to receive an honorary degree. Please note that pursuant to Article 42.7 of the Rome Statute, Mr Karim A.A. Khan KC in his capacity as the Prosecutor of the
ICC has recused himself from all Kenya cases before the ICC,” read the communication.

Mr Khan’s office further stated that he has since “instituted practical measures to protect against any conflict of interest that may be perceived to arise from his former representation of ICC suspects or accused
persons.”

In the statement, the court also confirmed receipt of the case by Azimio.

“Under Article 15 of the Rome Statute, any individual or group may send information (which the ICC refers to as “communications”) on alleged crimes to the ICC Prosecutor, who is duty bound to protect the
confidentiality of the information received.”

“The Office of the Prosecutor therefore does not comment on such communications, beyond confirming receipt of such communication if the sender has made that fact public. In this instance, we can confirm
that we have received a communication as the sender has made that fact public,” it stated.

The statement came barely a day after Azimio slammed Mr Khan following his visit to the country as it prepares its case on police brutality against protesters by the police.

Azimio deputy principal Martha Karua termed Mr Khan’s visit as “not only suspect but also a blot on the credibility of ICC.”

“ICC prosecutor Karim Khan hosting in Kenya this weekend by Mt Kenya University and its founder a friend of his former client William Ruto at a time both the Azimio and Kenya Kwanza regime have written
to ICC on the situation in the country, especially the killing spree of unarmed protestors by police is not only suspect but also a blot on the credibility of ICC,” said Ms Karua.

Mr Khan, known in Kenya for his role in defending President William Ruto at the ICC on charges of crimes against humanity, was on August 4 awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree by Mount Kenya
University (MKU) for his immense contribution to the promotion of justice and humanity.

Mr Khan was the lead lawyer who defended then Deputy President (now Head of State) Ruto and former radio journalist Joshua Sang’ when they were charged with crimes against humanity following the
disputed 2007 post-election violence.

The duo's case was dismissed by the court in 2016.

Mr Khan took over as ICC prosecutor in February 2021, following the end of the term of Gambian Fatou Bensouda.
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Congo accuses Rwandan forces of attacking its border guards (Reuters) July 28, 2023

Democratic Republic of Congo's army said Rwandan forces crossed its border on Thursday morning and attacked its frontier security forces,
potentially escalating tensions between the central African neighbours.

"The ensuing clashes enabled the Armed Forces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo to repel the Rwandan terrorists who perpetrated this intolerable provocation," Congo's army said in a statement, adding
that the attackers retreated to Rwanda.

Rwanda's army denied the accusation and said it could be a pretext for a planned attack on Rwandan territory.

"The accusations are baseless and part of a long-standing pattern of misinformation and propaganda by the DRC leadership," the Rwandan army said on X, the social media platform formerly known as Twitter.

The two countries have been in a dispute since last year over the resurgence of the M23 rebel group, a militia active in eastern Congo which the Kinshasa government accuses Rwanda of backing. Rwanda has
consistently denied this.

Rwanda's army, in its turn, accuses Congo of arming and fighting alongside another rebel group, the Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR).

The conflict is part of the long fallout from the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. The M23 group is ethnic Tutsi-led, while the FDLR is composed of ethnic Hutus.

United Nations experts have said they have evidence that Rwandan troops have fought alongside the M23 in eastern Congo and supplied the rebels with weapons. They also said that members of Congo's army
have fought alongside the FDLR.

Rwanda genocide suspect Kabuga should not face trial. UN judges say (Al Jazeera) August 7, 2023

UN appeal judges have ordered the war crimes trial for 90-year-old Rwandan genocide suspect Felicien Kabuga indefinitely suspended because he
has dementia, rejecting plans for an alternative slimmed-down procedure.

The decision taken on Monday likely means that Kabuga’s trial, which started last year in The Hague, will not be completed.

In June, judges at the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals ruled Kabuga unfit to stand trial but said alternative procedures should take place. Prosecutors had argued halting the trial
would be unfair to the victims and said Kabuga’s own actions put him in the position of facing trial at an advanced age with diminished capacity.

However, appeals judges said on Monday that the lower court made an “error of law” and there was no legal basis for an “alternative finding procedure” instead of a trial for Kabuga.

They had “decided to remand the matter to the trial chamber with an instruction to impose an indefinite stay of proceedings in view of Mr Kabuga’s lack of fitness to stand trial.”

“The appeals chamber further instructed the trial chamber to expeditiously consider the issue of Mr Kabuga’s detention on remand,” the judges said in their ruling.

The decision “must be disappointing” to victims and survivors of the 1994 slaughter who have “waited long to see justice delivered”, the appeals judges acknowledged.

But they said: “Justice can be delivered only by holding trials that are fair and conducted with full respect for the rights of the accused.”

The judges also ordered a lower trial chamber to rapidly evaluate under what circumstances Kabuga could be released.

‘Broadcasting genocidal propaganda’ The former businessman, who made his fortune in the tea trade, is one of the last suspects sought by the tribunal prosecuting crimes committed in the 1994 genocide when
members of the country’s Hutu majority killed more than 800,000 minority Tutsis and Hutu moderates in 100 days.

He is accused of financing Hutu militias as well as encouraging hate speech to be broadcast on his radio station, Radio Television Libre des Milles Collines (RTLM).

After years as a fugitive from international justice, Kabuga, who had a $5m bounty on his head, was arrested near Paris in May 2020. He was transferred to The Hague to stand trial at the residual mechanism, a
court that deals with remaining cases from the now-closed UN tribunals for Rwanda and the Balkan wars.

He pleaded not guilty to charges of genocide, incitement to commit genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide as well as persecution, extermination and murder.

In September, UN prosecutor Rashid Rashid said in his opening statement that Kabuga did not need to pick up a microphone himself to call for the killing of Tutsis but founded a radio station that “broadcast
genocidal propaganda across Rwanda”.

Prosecutors said the genocide charges covered rapes, sexual assaults and killings. Hutus were encouraged in RTLM broadcasts to “taste” Tutsi women, they said.

He was also accused of supplying Hutu death squads with machetes. Kabuga had denied these charges.

Sixty-two Rwandan genocide suspects have been convicted by the tribunal so far.

Rwanda genocide survivors criticize UN court's call ro iundefinitely halt elderly suspect's trial (PBS) August 8, 2023

Survivors of Rwanda’s 1994 genocide criticized Tuesday a call by appeals judges at a United Nations court to indefinitely halt the trial of an alleged
financer and supporter of the massacre due to the suspect’s ill health.

The ruling Monday sends the matter back to the court’s trial chamber with instructions to impose a stay on proceedings. That likely means that Félicien Kabuga, who is nearly 90, will never be prosecuted. His
trial, which started last year at the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals in The Hague, was halted in June because his dementia left him unable to participate in proceedings.

Appeals judges at the court also rejected a proposal to set up an alternative procedure that would have allowed evidence to be heard but without the possibility of a verdict.

The U.N. court’s chief prosecutor, Serge Brammertz, said the ruling “must be respected, even if the outcome is dissatisfying.”

Kabuga, who was arrested in France in 2020 after years as a fugitive from justice, is accused of encouraging and bankrolling the mass killing of Rwanda’s Tutsi minority. His trial came nearly three decades after
the 100-day massacre left 800,000 dead.

Kabuga has pleaded not guilty to charges including genocide and persecution. He remains in custody at a U.N. detention unit in The Hague, but could be released as a result of Monday’s ruling.

“I think the world does not mean good for us. What mattered to us survivors following Kabuga’s arrest was at least justice,” said Francine Uwamariya, a genocide survivor, who says she lost her entire family at
the hands of Kabuga’s henchmen.

“Look, the trial should have continued even without Kabuga. He was the planner and financer of the genocide. The court appears to be on the side of the killer, when it should be neutral,” Uwamariya said.

Uwamariya’s sentiment was echoed by Naphatal Ahishakiye, another genocide survivor and executive secretary of Ibuka, a Rwanda survivors’ organization, who said there was enough evidence to convict
Kabuga.

“It’s extremely disturbing on the side of survivors, who will see Kabuga walking free. Justice should be felt by those wronged,” Ahishakiye said.

Ibuka has filed a case against Kabuga in Kigali, seeking court permission to sell off all of Kabuga’s properties to fund reparations and help survivors.

Brammertz expressed solidarity with victims and survivors of the genocide.

“They have maintained their faith in the justice process over the last three decades. I know that this outcome will be distressing and disheartening to them,” he said. “Having visited Rwanda recently, I heard
very clearly how important it was that this trial be concluded.”

Brammertz said that his team of prosecutors would continue to help Rwanda and other countries seek accountability for genocide crimes and pointed to the arrest in May of another fugitive, Fulgence
Kayishema, as an example that suspects can still face justice.

Kayishema was indicted by a U.N. court for allegedly organizing the slaughter of more than 2,000 ethnic Tutsi refugees — men, women and children — at a Catholic church on April 15, 1994, during the first
days of the genocide. He is expected to be tried in Rwanda.

Brammertz said his office will significantly boost assistance to Rwanda’s Prosecutor General, “including through the provision of our evidence and developed expertise, to ensure more genocide fugitives stand
trial for their alleged crimes.”
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Somalia

US designates senior ISIS-Somalia financier (Anadolu Agency) July 27, 2023

The US is designating Abdiweli Mohamed Yusuf, the head of finance for ISIS-Somalia, according to a statement Thursday by the State Department.

ISIS-Somalia is an ISIS affiliate in Africa that generates revenue ISIS distributes across the continent, and "engages in extortion of financial institutions, local businesses, and mobile money service providers,
exploiting vulnerabilities in Somalia’s institutions to finance its activities, including through mobile money and hawalas," it said.

The US is committed to using its authority in support of the Somali government and its efforts to counter terror financing activities that undermine Somalia’s national security and threaten regional stability.

The action is being taken pursuant to Executive Order 13224, as amended, which targets terror groups and their supporters, the statement added.

Somalia has been plagued by insecurity for years, with the main threats emanating from the al-Shabaab and the Daesh/ISIS terror groups.

Since 2007, ISIS-Somalia has been fighting the Somali government and the African Union Transition Mission in Somalia (ATMIS), a multidimensional mission authorized by the African Union and mandated
by the UN Security Council.
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UN investigator says Eritreans experienced torture and sexual violence during national service (Stamford Advocate) By Edith M. Lederer
August 7, 2023

Eritrean refugees and asylum-seekers report that during compulsory national service they experienced torture, inhumane or degrading treatment,
sexual and gender-based violence, forced labor and abusive conditions, a U.N. independent investigator on human rights said in a report circulated
Monday.

Mohamed Babiker said Eritrea has a policy of indefinite national service, including a civil service component and a military service component. He said it has ignored numerous calls from human rights bodies
to ensure legal limits for the duration of such service and to protect the human rights of all participants.

While Eritrea maintains its national service program is “unfairly judged,” Babiker said he continues to receive “numerous and credible reports of grave human rights violation in the context of forced
national/military service.”

Conscientious objection is not allowed in Eritrea, he said, “and deserters and draft evaders continued to be subjected to arbitrary detention in highly punitive conditions, enforced disappearance and torture.”

Human rights groups describe Eritrea as one of the world’s most repressive countries. Since winning independence from Ethiopia three decades ago, the small Horn of Africa nation has been led by President
Isaias Afwerki, who has never held an election.

Babiker said Afwerki has refused to implement the 1997 constitution and governs the country without the rule of law and without any division of powers, checks or balances or constraints on his power.

The special investigator said his interviews with Eritrean asylum-seekers and refugees point to indefinite national service as the main driver of people leaving Eritrea.

“The national service program, which was ostensibly put in place for the furtherance of national development, is in practice undermining development by forcing young persons to leave the country,” Babiker
said in the report to the U.N. General Assembly covering the 12-month period through April 24.

The report was circulated days after an Eritrea-themed cultural festival in a suburb of Stockholm turned violent when about a thousand anti-Eritrean government protesters stormed the event, and at least 52
people were injured, Swedish media reported. Sweden is home to tens of thousands of people with Eritrean roots.

Eritrea has been accused of widespread human rights violations in neighboring Ethiopia’s northern Tigray region.

Afwerki triggered a war by sending his troops across the border to aid Ethiopian forces in November 2020 after months of political tensions between Ethiopia's national administration and Tigray’s leaders, who
once dominated the government. Fighting ended last November, with a death toll estimated in the hundreds of thousands.

Last year, a U.N. commission of inquiry said it found evidence of war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by Ethiopian government troops, Tigray fighters and Eritrea’s military. In March, the U.S.
said it determined that all sides in the brutal conflict committed war crimes and crimes against humanity.

Between mid- and late 2022, Babiker said, he identified an upsurge in forced recruitment of Eritreans “as well as the use of increasingly coercive practices to mobilize the population and force individuals to
participate in military action in Ethiopia.”

“Eritrean conscripts continued to be forced to participate in national/military service under threat of severe punishment to themselves and their families,” he said.

Babiker said witnesses reported "the government had resorted to evicting families from their homes, including children, pregnant women and older persons, locking in their belongings, confiscating their
livestock and even detaining family members.” This left families destitute, he said.

He said he received information that in the second week of August 2022, Eritrean soldiers targeted families of draft evaders in seven villages. The relatives reportedly “were tortured, evicted from their homes
and had their farming equipment, livestock, grain and vegetables confiscated.”
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Kosovo Charges Former Serbian Policeman with War Crimes (Balkan Transitional Justice) By Xhorxhina Bami
July 28, 2023

The former policeman is accused of seriously injuring a man, violently expelling ethnic Albanian civilians and burning their homes in the Kamenica
area during the Kosovo war.

Kosovo’s Special Prosecution announced on Friday that it has filed an indictment charging a former Serbian policeman with committing war crimes against the civilian population – including assault,
expulsions and the theft and destruction of property.

The Special Prosecution said in a statement that the suspect, identified only by the initials Z.A., in collaboration with other Serbian police officers, assaulted a man in Kamenica city centre, “torturing him in an
inhumane manner, mistreating him and causing severe bodily injuries, trauma, and health issues”.

The prosecution alleged that the policeman threatened the victim’s life for “an hour and a half”.

It further claimed that the suspect, in collaboration with other Serbian police officers, participated in the violent displacement of residents of Kamenica and the surrounding areas, as well as in robbing and
burning the houses of ethnic Albanians. These crimes were allegedly followed by the mistreatment of civilians.

The date of the alleged offences was not specified in the statement.

The Special Prosecution, which has only four prosecutors dealing with war crimes charges, has stepped up its efforts this year, filing around six indictments so far in 2023.

From 2000 to 2008, war crimes in Kosovo were investigated by the United Nations Mission in Kosovo, UNMIK. After 2008, the EU’s rule-of-law mission EULEX was responsible for investigating war crimes.

EULEX completed the process of handing over its war crimes files to the Kosovo prosecution and courts in 2018, and such cases are now in the hands of the domestic judiciary.

The Indictment issued against One Person who is charged with War Crimes against Serbs (Sarajevo Times) August 3, 2023

The prosecutor of the Special Department for War Crimes of the Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina filed an indictment against Nedžad
Ćehić (1972) from Bosanska Krupa, who is in custody and charged with war crimes against prisoners of war.

The accused is accused of acting contrary to the rules of international humanitarian law, violating the provisions of the Geneva Convention on the Treatment of Prisoners of War, during the war and armed
conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as a member of the Military Police Platoon 511. Glorious Mountain Brigade ARBiH.

As stated in the indictment, the accused is charged in connection with the attack of the RBiH Army on the VRS positions in the area of Kobiljnjak, Osmača and Ćojluk in the area of Bosanska Krupa, from the
second half of May 1995 until the middle of July 1995, in which, after capturing at least 25 members of the VRS, four of whom were immediately killed, and the remaining 21 were taken prisoner and kept under
the supervision of the Military Police of the 511th Brigade of the RBiH Army.

The accused is accused of participating with other persons in the taking of prisoners and their murders at three locations, when some of the prisoners were shot dead at the Perna-Padež and Perna-Vojna
ekonomija locations, and, as further stated, other prisoners in front of the military prison beaten to death with wooden stakes and other objects.

In this way, at least 25 captured members of the VRS were killed, and the bodies of the killed prisoners were exchanged and found during 1995 and 1996, while the body of one victim was found in 2004, the
BiH Prosecutor’s Office announced.

The Prosecution will prove the allegations of the indictment by calling 115 witnesses, three expert witnesses and submitting more than 137 pieces of evidence.

For the mentioned events, the Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina previously filed an indictment against seven persons in the case Bužimkić Senad and others, and the accused Ćehić was unavailable
to the judicial institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

In June of this year, the accused was extradited to Bosnia and Herzegovina by the partner and judicial institutions of Austria, with whom they jointly worked to find and locate him, the statement states.

Bosnian Ex-Military Policeman Indicted for Killing Serb Prisoners of War (Balkan Transitional Justice) By Lamija Grebo
August 3, 2023

Nedzad Cehic, a former military policeman with the Bosnian Army’s 511th Glorious Mountain Brigade, was charged with involvement in seizing and
then killing prisoners of war in the Bosanska Krupa area in 1995.

The Bosnian state prosecution said on Thursday that it has charged Nedzad Cehic, alias Ceha, with seizing prisoners and killing them at three locations during attacks by the Bosnian Army on positions held by
the Bosnian Serb Army from the second half of May 1995 to mid-July that year.

The crimes were allegedly committed in Kobiljnjak, Osmaca and Cojluk in the Bosanska Krupa area of north-west Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The prosecution alleged that after the capture of at least 25 Bosnian Serb soldiers, four of whom were killed immediately while the remaining 21 were taken into captivity and held by the military police of the
511th Glorious Mountain Brigade.

It alleged that some of these captives were shot dead and others beaten to death with wooden stakes and other objects in front of a military prison.

“At least 25 captured members of the Bosnian Serb Army were killed in the manner indicated,” the prosecution said.

Cehic, who is charged with committing a crime against prisoners of war, was extradited from Austria in June this year. He is currently in custody.

Former Bosnian Army soldiers Senad Buzimkic, Rizah Fajic, Almir Sefic, Ermin Kadic, Amir Patkovic, Irfo Velagic and Suad Nesimovic are already on trial at the state court for the same crimes.

Indictment issued for War Crimes near Foca (Sarajevo Times) August 8, 2023

A team of prosecutors from the Special Department for War Crimes brought an indictment against 13 persons, former commanders and members of
the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, who are accused of war crimes against victims of Serbian nationality in the town of Jošanica
near Foča in December 1992, in which 56 civilians of Serbian nationality were killed, around 10 victims were wounded, and houses, property,
agricultural and ancillary facilities were set on fire and destroyed.

The armed attack led by and in which the defendants participated was carried out on an undefended village inhabited by civilians, and among the victims were elderly people, women and children, the oldest
victim was an 88-year-old man and the youngest victim was a two-year-old girl. Some of the victims were tortured and killed in an extremely cruel manner.

The accused Ahmet Sejdić, as a brigade commander and member of the TO staff, is additionally charged with crimes in the villages of Klisure, Bursići and Hadrovići in the municipality of Višegrad on August 8,
1992, which were outside the conflict and inhabited by the civilian population of Serbian nationality, where attack killed eight civilians of Serbian nationality, among whom the oldest victim was a 90-year-old
woman, one civilian was wounded and three civilians were taken into illegal detention in the area of Višegrad, and houses and buildings were burned and destroyed.

The accused Ferid Buljubasic, as a commander and superior, is additionally charged with war crimes against civilians of Serbian nationality in the villages around Čajnič in February 1993, where during the
attack in which ARBIH soldiers came across the territory of Montenegro, in the area of the village of Šapići, Trpinje, Trojan and Ponikve, eleven civilians of Serbian nationality were killed by shooting from
automatic weapons, among them were elderly men and women and one child, and five civilians were wounded, and houses and property were burned and destroyed.

The prosecution will prove the accusations by calling more than 400 witnesses and submitting more than 1,200 pieces of evidence.

The defendants are charged with criminal acts: war crimes against the civilian population, violations of laws or customs of war, organizing a group of people and inciting the commission of crimes of genocide,
crimes against humanity, and war crimes.

The accused are: Ferid Buljubasic, born in 1953 in Foca; Ahmet Sejdić, born in 1960 in Višegrad; Rashid Sobo, born in 1965 in Foca; Ševko Glušac, born in 1961 in Foča; Zakir Jamak, born in 1969 in Visegrad;
Bahrudin Muhić known as “Bane”, born in 1964 in Visegrad; Adem Fehrić, born in 1962 in Višegrad; Mustafa Poljo, known as “Musa” born in 1965 in Visegrad; Enver Kustura, known as “Pena” born in 1967 in
Visegrad; Muhamed Liska, born in 1973 in Visegrad; Sakib Čakar, born in 1957 in Visegrad; Izet Sejdić, born in 1955 in Višegrad and Munir Nalo, born in 1970 in Višegrad, announced the Prosecutor’s Office of
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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Russia blows up Black Sea port hours after confirming ‘peace talks’ with Turkey (Metro UK) By Tom Sanders
August 3, 2023

Vladimir Putin will make a diplomatic trip to Turkey in the coming weeks to his first visit to a Nato-affiliated country since the start of the war in
Ukraine.

Turkey’s President Tayyip Erdogan confirmed the visit and told Putin that ‘no steps should be taken that will escalate tensions in the Russia-Ukraine war,’ emphasising the significance of the Black Sea Grain
Initiative, which he called a ‘bridge for peace.’

However, the news comes as Russia today attacked Ukraine’s main inland port across the Danube River from Romania sending global food prices even higher as it ramps up its use of force to prevent Ukraine
from exporting grain.

The attacks destroyed buildings in the port of Izmail and halted ships as they prepared to arrive there to load up with Ukrainian grain in defiance of a de-facto blockade Russia reimposed in mid-July.

Ukrainian deputy prime minister Oleksandr Kubrakov said the Russian drone attacks damaged almost 40,000 tons of grains which had been destined for countries in Africa as well as China and Israel.

‘Russian terrorists have once again attacked ports, grain, global food security,’ President Volodymyr Zelenskiy said on Telegram.

Ukraine is one of the world’s top grain exporters. Russia has attacked its agricultural and port infrastructure for more than two weeks after refusing to extend an agreement that had lifted its war-time blockade
of Ukrainian ports last year.

The port, across the river from NATO-member Romania, is the main alternative route out of Ukraine for grain exports, since Russia’s blockade halted traffic at Ukraine’s Black Sea ports in mid-July.

Following the conversation with Erdogan, the Kremlin reiterated Russia’s condition for rejoining the grain deal: that a parallel deal improving terms for its own food and fertiliser exports be implemented.

Those exports are already exempt from sanctions, which the West says Moscow aims to undermine by threatening the global food supply.

Erdogan’s office said he and Putin agreed that the Russian leader would soon visit Turkey.

Putin, wanted by the International Criminal Court for war crimes, has made no official visits abroad this year, and has left former Soviet territory only once since launching his invasion – a day trip to Tehran
more than a year ago. Erdogan has long said he hopes to host Putin and convince him to rejoin the grain deal.

Moscow has described recent attacks on Ukraine’s grain infrastructure as retaliation for a Ukrainian strike on a bridge across the Kerch Strait to Crimea used to supply its troops in southern Ukraine.

U.S. ambassador Bridget Brink condemned the attacks in a statement, listing recent Russian targets: ‘Homes. Ports. Grain silos. Historic buildings. Men. Women. Children.

‘Round-the-clock and intensifying Russian strikes on Kryvyi Rih, Kharkiv, Kyiv, Kherson make it clear once again Russia has no desire for peace, no thought for civilian safety, and no regard for people around
the world who rely on food from Ukraine.’

Kyiv says the goal of the strikes is to reimpose Russia’s blockade by persuading shippers and their insurance companies that Ukrainian ports are unsafe to resume exports.

Ukraine’s Danube river ports such as Izmail accounted for around a quarter of grain exports before Russia pulled out of the Black Sea deal, and have since become the main route out, with grain loaded onto
barges and shipped to Romania’s Black Sea port of Constanta for shipment onwards.

Kyiv’s goal is for international ships to go straight there and load up directly, while Moscow says it will treat ships heading to Ukrainian seaports as potential military targets.

The United Nations has warned of a potential food crisis in the world’s poorest countries due to Russia’s decision to abandon the deal, brokered by the U.N. and Turkey.

Ukrainian officials say Moscow has hit 26 port facilities, five civilian vessels and 180,000 tonnes of grain in nine days of strikes since quitting the grain deal.

Turkey blocks flow of Euphrates, rendering nine water stations in northeast Syria inoperative (Medya News) August 8, 2023

Water levels are falling in Syria’s largest reservoir, Lake Assad, created by the Euphrates Dam at Tabqa, on the Euphrates River in Raqqa
Governorate, northern Syria. Tabqa city’s water board has reported that nine water supply stations have been rendered inoperative as a result of
Turkey’s action of blocking the water flow of the Euphrates River.

The announcement was made after representatives from the Tabqa Democratic Civil Administration convened to discuss the matter.

Tabqa Water Board co-chair Hemud Shêx noted that Turkey has continued to deploy various inhumane tactics against the Kurdish-led Autonomous Administration in North and East Syria (AANES). He
highlighted Turkey’s strategy of using water resources as a weapon of war, pointing out the significant decrease in water levels in reservoirs, including the Tabqa dam. As a result of these actions, the Tabqa dam
has suffered a loss of 4 billion cubic metres of water.

Shêx further stressed that all nine water pumping stations are now completely out of service, leaving residents who rely on these stations without water. He urgently called on the United Nations to intervene
and put an end to war crimes committed by the Turkish state, especially against the regions of North and East Syria.

Fishermen too are affected by the falling water levels. Fishermen around Lake Assad say that they “barely take in five percent” of their catch of former times, blaming low water levels and worsening pollution
for the decline in fish stocks.

Meanwhile, three main electricity supply stations in Hasakah, 240km to the east, went entirely out of service on Sunday morning. This disruption was due to the collapse of six high-voltage towers in the
southern outskirts of the city. Azad Suleiman, an official from the Transport and Energy Office of the AANES, stated that the towers collapsed between the 66 kV line, the Eastern Dam station, the Southern
Dam station and the Tel Tamr converter station, rendering them inoperative.

The collapse of these high-voltage line towers is attributed to theft operations targeting their supporting corners, which are made of copper. Suleiman stressed that this is not a new occurrence, as towers in this
region are persistently and repeatedly subject to theft. He further noted that just two days earlier, four other towers, supplying electricity to the city of Hawl and its surrounding areas, also collapsed for similar
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region are persistently and repeatedly subject to theft. He further noted that just two days earlier, four other towers, supplying electricity to the city of Hawl and its surrounding areas, also collapsed for similar
reasons. After rectifying this issue, they learned of the fall of the six additional towers, situated 5 km south of Hasakah city.

There are over 45 towers on this line that have faced extensive theft, and they are now on the brink of potential collapse due to the absence of the supporting corners. Suleiman mentioned that the stations in
question are receiving a temporary emergency electricity supply from the Al-Shadadi converter station, situated south of Hasakah, until the issue is resolved. Maintenance and emergency teams are set to begin
repair operations on Monday morning.

Hasakah’s infrastructure crisis is not limited to power shortages due to incidents of theft. Experts warn about the potential catastrophe awaiting the city and its residents. An expert in water resources, Trad
Sheikh Ibrahim, has raised the alarm over the depletion of underground springs and wells, putting the city’s very existence at risk. With over one and a half million people depending on these water sources, the
situation has become critical.

The city has been dependent on these water sources for more than four years, since Turkey’s decision to cut the city off from the Alouk water station in 2019.

Ibrahim highlighted the disastrous consequences of this decision, which left the city reliant on groundwater extracted from wells. The dire state of the water crisis has led the Autonomous Administration to
classify Hasakah as a disaster zone.

Trad Sheikh Ibrahim’s warning of a potential migration of city residents to villages in search of water underscores the severity of the situation. As the city’s survival depends on immediate action to tackle the
crisis and secure sustainable water resources, local residents and water experts have called for the international community, including the United Nations, to step in and address the water crisis in Hasakah.
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Russia

Torture, sexual violence commonly used by Russian forces in Ukraine, say experts (Reuters) By Anthony Deutsch
August 2, 2023

A large number of prisoners held in makeshift detention centres in Russian-occupied southern Ukraine were tortured and sexually violated, a team of
international experts said on Wednesday in a summary of their latest findings.

The Mobile Justice Team, established by the international humanitarian law firm Global Rights Compliance, has worked with Ukrainian war crimes prosecutors in the Kherson region since it was reclaimed in
November after more than eight months under Russian control.

Ukrainian authorities are reviewing more than 97,000 reports of war crimes and have filed charges against 220 suspects in domestic courts. High-level perpetrators could be tried at the International Criminal
Court (ICC) in The Hague, which has already sought the arrest of Russian President Vladimir Putin. The Kremlin has consistently denied allegations of war crimes in Ukraine by forces taking part in a "special
military operation" it says was launched to "de-Nazify" its neighbour and protect Russia.

The Mobile Justice Team's latest report, funded by Britain, the European Union and the United States, analysed 320 cases and witness accounts at 35 locations in the Kherson region.

Of the victims' accounts reviewed "43% explicitly mentioned practices of torture in the detention centres, citing sexual violence as a common tactic imposed on them by Russian guards", a statement said.

Russia's defence ministry did not immediately respond to a request for comment on the report's findings.

In June, Ukrainian prosecutors brought their first case over the alleged deportation of dozens of orphans from Kherson, charging a Russian politician and two suspected Ukrainian collaborators with war
crimes. They provided no immediate comment to the latest findings on torture.

WATERBOARDING, BEATINGS

Reuters reported in January on the scale of alleged torture in Kherson. Ukrainian authorities said at the time that around 200 people had allegedly been illegally held. Survivors told Reuters about tactics,
including electric shocks and suffocation.

At the time, the Kremlin and Russia's defence ministry did not respond to Reuters' questions, including about alleged torture and unlawful detentions.

"The true scale of Russia’s war crimes remains unknown," Anna Mykytenko, senior legal adviser at Global Rights Compliance, said of the latest findings on torture.

"But what we can say for certain is that the psychological consequences of these cruel crimes on Ukrainian people will be engrained in their minds for years to come."

At least 36 victims interviewed by prosecutors mentioned the use of electrocution during interrogations, often genital electrocution, as well as threats of genital mutilation. One victim was forced to witness the
rape of another detainee, the report said.

Detainees most likely to undergo torture were military personnel, it found, but also law enforcement, volunteers, activists, community leaders, medical workers and teachers. The torture techniques most
commonly used were suffocation, waterboarding, severe beatings and threats of rape, it found.

Reuters was unable to verify the allegations.

All told, the evidence from liberated detention centres "suggests that Putin's plan to extinguish Ukrainian identity includes a range of crimes evocative of genocide", said British Barrister Wayne Jordash, who
headed the team.

Ukraine investigating attacks on grain ports as potential war crimes (Reuters) August 3, 2023

Ukraine's prosecutor general is investigating Russian attacks on its agriculture infrastructure since July as potential war crimes, the office told
Reuters on Thursday.

Shelling on agriculture installations intensified after Russia withdrew from the Black Sea Grain Initiative export deal with Ukraine on July 17.

"Overall, since the beginning of the full-scale invasion, Russian forces have conducted more than 100 attacks on Ukraine's grain and port infrastructure," the prosecutor general's office said in a statement.

"Ukraine is investigating these acts as potential war crimes," it said.

Ukrainian authorities are already reviewing more than 97,000 reports of suspected war crimes and have filed charges against 220 suspects in domestic courts.

Ukraine's prosecutors, with the International Criminal Court in The Hague, are investigating as potential war crimes a winter campaign of air strikes on national Ukrainian energy and utilities infrastructure as
well as the attack on the Nova Kakhovka hydroelectric dam in the southern Kherson region.

Moscow has previously said that energy infrastructure is a legitimate military target.

It has described recent attacks on Ukraine's grain infrastructure as retaliation for a Ukrainian strike on a bridge across the Kerch Strait to Crimea used to supply its troops in southern Ukraine.

Russian state news agency RIA said on Wednesday said the infrastructure hit in the port of Izmail was housing foreign mercenaries and military hardware. A naval repair yard was also targeted, it said. Reuters
was not able to verify the report.

Russia accused of ‘war crimes’ after Ukrainian blood clinic bombing (Evening Standard) By Sami Quadri
August 6, 2023

Volodymyr Zelensky has accused Russia of war crimes after a Ukrainian blood clinic was bombed on Saturday night.

MrZelensky said a guided aerial bomb hit the transfusion facility in Kupiansk in the eastern Kharkiv region overnight following a wave of Russian missile strikes. Kupiansk is a railway hub fewer than 16km (10
miles) from the front.

“There are dead and wounded,” he said on his Telegram channel.

Mr Zelensky described the strike as a “war crime.” He did not say how many people were killed or wounded.

Photos posted online by Ukraine’s defence ministry showed the blood centre engulfed in flames.

Mr Zelensky wrote online: “This war crime alone says everything about Russian aggression. Beasts that destroy everything that simply allows (us) to live.

“Defeating terrorists is a matter of honour for everyone who values life.”

It comes as Russia launched a wave of overnight strikes on Ukraine.

Russia used 70 air-assault weapons including cruise and hypersonic missiles and Iranian-made drones, Kyiv’s Air Force said on Sunday.

The Air Force said on the Telegram messaging channel that Ukraine‘s air defence destroyed 30 out of 40 cruise missiles and all 27 of the Shahed drones that Russia launched overnight.

"In total, in several waves of attacks, from the evening of Aug 5 to the morning of Aug 6, 2023, the enemy used 70 means of air assault weapons," the Air Force said.

It was not immediately clear whether there was any damage from the overnight attack or what happened to the 10 cruise missiles that were not shot down.

Air Force spokesman Yuriy Ihnat told the national Ukrainian broadcaster that one of the key targets for Russia’s overnight attack was the Khmelnytskiy region.

“Now, it is the Starokostiantyniv airfield that haunts the enemy,” Ihnat said.

Russia had earlier targeted the Starokostiantyniv military airfield in the Khmelnytskiy region at the end of July.

Russia also claimed to have shot down two drone overnight in the Karachevskyi district in the Bryansk region, Alexander Bogomaz

US to help Ukraine and ICC investigate Russia war crimes (Jurist) By Rebekah Yeager-Malkin
August 8, 2023

US Attorney General Merrick Garland announced Monday that the US Department of Justice (DOJ) will begin to help Ukraine with its ongoing Russian
war crime investigations and assist the International Criminal Court (ICC). This is a major policy reversal, as the Department of Defense (DOD)
previously blocked cooperation with the ICC in relation to its case against Russian President Vladimir Putin, according to State Department officials.

During a speech given at the American Bar Association Annual Meeting in Denver, Garland stated, “Together, American and Ukrainian prosecutors have zeroed in on specific crimes committed by Russian
forces, including attacks on civilian targets. We are working to identify not only the individuals who carried out these attacks, but those who ordered them.” Garland continued, saying, “As Secretary of State
Blinken recently confirmed, the United States will be cooperating with the ICC’s investigations of foreign nationals arising out of the horrific situation in Ukraine. The Justice Department will be an integral part
of that cooperation.”

The statements come as the US Congress has passed legislation carving out a path for increased cooperation with the ICC, despite the US not being a signatory to the Rome Statute, which governs the court.
Garland has also appointed an attorney to serve in the Hague at the International Center for the Prosecution of the Crime of Aggression (ICPA). The center cannot issue indictments or charges but is intended to
support other countries as they assist Ukraine, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland with war crimes investigations. The US has also provided Ukraine with monetary assistance and controversial cluster
munitions, along with other weaponry.

Human rights groups have cited multiple concerning incidents that may amount to war crimes throughout the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Ukraine is also not a signatory to the Rome Statute, so the ICC does
not have jurisdiction to prosecute the crime of “aggression.” However, the ICC has jurisdiction to prosecute other war crimes as Ukraine has accepted limited jurisdiction, with the court issuing charges against
Putin and investigating potential war crimes in Ukraine. The UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) and the EU are also conducting ongoing investigations into Russian actions in Ukraine. Ukraine itself has
opened over 50,000 war crime proceedings and is currently investigating more potential war crimes related to the recent Russian grain strikes.
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Dutton was briefed five times on US-Australia talks over impact of war crimes allegations on alliance (The Guardian) By Daniel Hurst
August 2, 2023

Peter Dutton was briefed five times about sensitive discussions between the United States and Australia over whether war crimes allegations
jeopardised military cooperation, Guardian Australia can reveal.

Australian officials also privately raised concerns with the then defence minister that the issue might be mentioned in the US state department’s annual reports on human rights around the world.

Warning that the issue was likely to become public, Defence prepared “talking points” to play down the potential friction with Australia’s top security ally.

They included the line: “It is testament to the strength of our relationship that we can discuss issues of such deep concern openly and transparently with our closest partner.”

The talks between the allies were sparked by the Brereton inquiry into alleged war crimes by Australian special forces in Afghanistan. The US considered whether this triggered its own “Leahy law” provisions,
which ban assistance to foreign military units credibly accused of gross violations of human rights.

The fact that the US considered such restrictions on Australia’s SAS regiment did not become public until a Senate estimates hearing two months ago, when the Tasmanian senator Jacqui Lambie asked why a
member had been moved out of the special forces to allay Washington’s concerns.

They show the acting defence minister Marise Payne was first provided with a written briefing on the issue in March 2021, and Dutton was briefed five times between April 2021 and April 2022. The issue was
“finalised and the matter closed” shortly before the federal election.

The documents also show the chief of the Australian defence force, Gen Angus Campbell, was in regular correspondence with the US embassy to provide information and resolve the issue. Defence declined to
release this correspondence, saying it could damage international relations.

“On 12 March 2021, the United States formally notified Australia that US authorities must make a formal determination in relation to US support to Australian special forces due to ‘credible information that
gross violations of human rights were committed in Afghanistan’,” said the first briefing from Defence to Payne, dated 23 March 2021.

“The United States’ ‘Leahy Law’ prohibits the responsible units receiving US military training, equipment, or other assistance, until the US determines acceptable remediation has been conducted.”

The brief was updated and issued to Dutton the following month. The 16 April 2021 submission to Dutton was originally marked “Secret AUSTEO”, meaning “Australian Eyes Only”.

Dutton agreed to three recommendations, including to note that the US’s assessment of Australian special forces was “likely to become public” and that Campbell had already provided an initial response to the
US defence attaché, dated 30 March 2021.

The submission said the state department published annual “country reports on human rights practices”. While the 2020 report made only a brief reference to the Brereton inquiry, the submission warned
Dutton that “future reports may reflect on the Leahy Law implications”.

Other ministerial submissions to Dutton updating progress on the same issue were dated 30 June 2021, 23 September 2021, 26 February 2022 and 12 April 2022.

Defence lawyers prepared a background fact sheet explaining that Leahy law restrictions, when imposed, were applied at the “unit” level, so it “does not mean that the whole of a foreign government’s military
(or other security forces) is restricted from receiving assistance”.

Defence lawyers advised that “corrective steps” could include “a credible, impartial and thorough investigation; judicial or administrative adjudication, addressing all of the GVHR [gross violations of human
rights]; and sentencing or comparable administrative action”.

Guardian Australia has previously reported that the then chief of the army, Lt Gen Rick Burr, wrote to a special forces member in February 2022 to say that while the person continued to serve in the special
forces, there was “no path” to alleviate the concerns of the US.

The person was informed that they would not be posted to support the SAS regiment or Special Operations Command, and would also not be able to join operations or exercises that involved the US.

Campbell told the Senate estimates committee on 31 May this year that he knew “of one member of the army whose employment arrangements – as in posted position – was adjusted based on consideration of
the question in part of whether Leahy law issues may emerge”.

He said it was important to ensure “there is no uncertainty about the continuing relationship between Australian and United States special forces” and the change was made with “due care” to the individual’s
“circumstances and opportunities and professional development”.

Lambie told the committee: “Quite frankly, I find it atrocious … They’re going to start dictating that this is what’s going to happen to our personnel?”

Campbell replied: “Senator, I can assure you there was absolutely no dictate or threat or inappropriate conduct in any way, shape or form.”

Lambie said on Wednesday the number of ministerial briefings showed the issue was “very significant”.

“I find it very hard to believe that Gen Campbell didn’t have this front of mind at every estimates [hearing], from when it started in 2021, not just at estimates in May this year,” she said.

The Greens’ defence spokesperson, David Shoebridge, said: “Instead of taking meaningful steps to address this, Defence prepared talking points to protect the optics.”

The US embassy has previously confirmed the “bilateral training review” ended with a finding “that no Leahy law restrictions are warranted for Australian security forces at this time”.

War Criminal’s Bid to Become Lawyer Faces Obstacle: His Own Troops (The Intercept) By Murtaza Hussain
August 5, 2023

CLINT LORANCE, a former Army lieutenant convicted of second-degree murder for war crimes in Afghanistan, was one beneficiary of the many
pardons issued to convicted war criminals by former President Donald Trump.

Lorance, who won his pardon following an advocacy campaign by conservative activists and Republican politicians, left prison in 2019 thanks to Trump. Since then, he has by all accounts moved on with his life.
He has written two books: one on his experience being charged with war crimes and another offering tips for millennial conservative activists on how to ensure that the U.S. will “always lead the world in
everything.”

In his latest post-murder move, Lorance is working to become a lawyer. After graduating from Appalachia School of Law this May, he is now also reportedly sitting the Oklahoma bar exam and applying to
practice law in the state.

The idea of a convicted war criminal being tasked with interpreting and upholding the law in the U.S. has rankled a few — most notably Lorance’s former military comrades. It was the men in his unit who
turned him in after witnessing his murder of two innocent Afghan villagers, Haji Mohammed Aslam and Ghamai Abdul Haq. They testified against him at his court-martial.

Now, one of the men from his unit is making his objections official. In response to the news that Lorance would sit the bar exam, Todd Fitzgerald issued a letter to the Oklahoma Bar Association calling on his
one-time commander to be denied certification to practice law in the state.

Fitzgerald, a former Army soldier who served with Lorance in the 82nd Airborne Division in Kandahar and witnessed his crimes, sent his letter late last month. The missive outlined a series of events that he
and his fellow soldiers witnessed during the period they were briefly under Lorance’s volatile command — for all of three days — before he murdered the two civilians.

“His actions during the three days he was in charge of our platoon were deliberate and he repeatedly displayed an astonishing lack of candor so egregious that resulted in his being reported, detained, and
eventually convicted and sentenced based on the testimony of myself and many other eyewitnesses,” Fitzgerald wrote in his letter to the bar. (Neither Lorance nor the Oklahoma Bar responded to requests for
comment.)

Over the span of those three short days, Fitzgerald wrote, after Lorance was sent to their outpost, soldiers witnessed him pointing a gun in the face of an elderly Afghan man while counting down in preparation
to kill him, directing random fire into a village, ordering his reluctant troops to open fire and kill two unarmed men on a motorcycle, and then threatening to kill the crying women and children from the village
who came to collect the dead men’s bodies afterwards.

In his letter, Fitzgerald said that Lorance had “acted cruelly and inhumanely, without provocation, and to the detriment of innocent lives as well as the safety of everyone else around.” The letter accuses Lorance
of creating a false narrative in his defense that the men he had ordered killed, villagers known to U.S. troops, had been supporters of the Taliban, while characterizing himself as a victim of a politicized military
justice system. The killings of the two men, Fitzgerald said, not only devastated the residents of the nearby village but also destroyed efforts by the U.S. military to cooperate with them against the Taliban.

“He has since refused to acknowledge any responsibility for his own actions,” Fitzgerald added in his letter, “instead making a point to say that he takes responsibility for our actions as if he were protecting us
when the truth is that he endangered all of our lives by causing the deaths of people who had been previously helping us and destroying the relationship we had built up with the local nationals.”

Fitzgerald is not the only one from Lorance’s platoon who had this sentiment about their former commanding officer. In the wake of his pardon, a number of them came forward to describe their reactions, with
one describing it as a “nightmare.” While Lorance has become a cause célèbre on segments of the right, with Trump even bringing him and other pardoned war criminals on stage with him at public events, the
soldiers who served under Lorance’s command and witnessed his actions while on duty have suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder, alcoholism, suicide, and drug abuse since leaving the military.

In an op-ed for the Army Times published last month, another soldier who served under Lorance in Afghanistan, Mike McGuinness, also called for the Oklahoma bar to deny Lorance’s bid to practice law.
McGuinness described Lorance as morally unfit to be entrusted with upholding or interpreting the law in any circumstance.

“Giving orders to shoot unarmed people, threatening women and children, and then asking subordinates to cover it up is pretty damning evidence of a lack of moral fiber,” McGuinness wrote. “What displays
that even more is Lorance’s insistence that he was the victim, his complete lack of remorse, and his failure to take accountability for his actions in Afghanistan.”

Lorance had initially been sentenced to 19 years in prison following his 2013 court-martial on murder charges. He was released from prison in 2019, following a successful campaign by conservative activists
and commentators — including Fox News hosts Sean Hannity and Pete Hegseth, as well as current and former GOP politicians Duncan Hunter, Paul Gosar, and Adam Kinzinger — to lobby Trump for his
pardon.

Lorance’s pardon — and subsequent self-reinvention as a conservative activist, author, and would-be lawyer — was only one consequence of Trump’s embrace of convicted war criminals during his time in
office. In addition to Lorance, Trump pardoned a group of Blackwater mercenaries convicted of a notorious massacre in Iraq, former Navy SEAL Eddie Gallagher, and a host of other soldiers convicted by
military courts of murdering civilians in Iraq and Afghanistan. These pardons were often issued over the objections of U.S. military lawyers, senior military commanders, and other Pentagon officials, who
criticized the moves as undermining military discipline and harming the reputation of the armed forces. Today, Lorance’s LinkedIn page describes himself as a “military justice reform advocate” as well as “Iraq
& Afghanistan veteran & author.” The page says he completed his degree at Appalachian School of Law in May of this year. It’s unclear whether the outcry from other veterans who served with him will be
enough to stop Lorance from practicing law in Oklahoma, particularly given his support from a range of powerful conservative politicians who advocated for his pardon. Despite his unpopularity with the troops
he commanded, he remains a celebrated figure on the Republican right, who have characterized their defense of Lorance as an act of loyalty to U.S. service members.

Yet the celebration of a war criminal, convicted by the military’s own court system, coupled with the neglect of those who served under him and tried to do the right thing has left a painful memory for Fitzgerald
and others who spoke out against Lorance. In his letter to the Oklahoma bar, Fitzgerald called for the institution to take a moral stand against Lorance by refusing him admission in light of the grave crimes for
which he had been convicted.

“It is my utmost respect for the rule of law and the institutions that uphold these laws that drives me to send this communication. It has been a terrible experience and a moral injury to live through the murders
of two innocent men. It would be a much greater injustice to say nothing while the person responsible takes no accountability and attempts to exert influence over the lives of others in any position of authority
or control again,” wrote Fitzgerald. “This is a plea of conscience, for the men who were killed unjustly and are not here to advocate for themselves, for their families, and for all of the other surviving witnesses
that live with the weight of this burden on their hearts and souls.”
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ECCC sign MoU with jurists’ association (The Phnom Penh Post) August 4, 2023

The Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Sala Traju Association, a
jurists’ research group based in Phnom Penh. The agreement includes cooperation on training and the promotion of legal knowledge to members of
the association.

In a social media post, the ECCC said on August 3 that the MoU was signed between the ECCC, represented by Kranh Tony, secretary of state of the Office of the Council of Ministers and acting director of
administration of the ECCC, with Sala Traju Association represented by Ty Janith, the association’s executive committee president, on August 2.

The post announced that the MoU aimed to improve collaboration through a programme of training that will include workshops, curriculum development for members, study tours, a moot court at the ECCC
and the sharing of documents.

The MoU was an implementation of the residual functions of the ECCC, through which the Cambodian government and the UN have agreed on the "Addendum on the Transitional Arrangements and the
Completion of Work of the Extraordinary Chambers" for an additional three years, from 2023 to 2025.

“The work includes some legal tasks, including the management and dissemination of the ECCC’s archives, education and dissemination of the achievements and legacy of the ECCC, as well as monitoring the
enforcement of moral and collective reparations to civil parties,” said Tony

The association’s Janith praised the collaboration with the Khmer Rouge Tribunal on training, legal knowledge advancement, and research in particular.

The signing of the MoU is part of the sharing of experiences and the distribution of research documents to students and researchers in order to improve human resource training and disseminate the ECCC's
valuable legal achievements to humanity for the benefit of the promotion of international justice.
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Bangladesh International Crimes Tribunal

War crimes accused dies at DMCH (Bangladesh Post) August 9, 2023

A war crimes accused died at Dhaka Medical College Hospital on Wednesday.

The deceased was Md Fajr Ali Gazi, 71, of Kadamtala village in Shyamnagar upazila of Satkhira district and an accused in a case over crimes against humanity in 1971.

Inspector Md Bachchu Mia, in-charge of DMCH police outpost, said Fajr fell sick at Dhaka Central Jail in Keraniganj and he was pronounced dead when he was taken to the emergency department of the
hospital around 7am on Wednesday.

He said the body has been kept to the DMCH morgue for an autopsy.
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War Crimes Investigation in Myanmar

The Country That Bombs Its Own People (The New York Times) By Haley Willis and Weiyi Cai
July 31, 2023

Visual evidence, data and interviews show that the Myanmar military’s campaign of terror, which began after a coup sparked widespread resistance,
is getting worse. Displaced residents in Myanmar had just returned to their village to get more rice when a military jet flew overhead, a survivor said.
Video captures the airstrike, which killed four people. No target appears to be off limits for the military, which has made attacking civilian structures
central to its war against opposition groups.

The New York Times verified videos and photographs, analyzed data and satellite imagery and interviewed residents. The evidence shows that brutality against civilians is escalating. Internet shutdowns and
digital surveillance prevent much information from trickling beyond Myanmar’s borders. But behind the veil of secrecy, the military is carrying out a devastating and indiscriminate campaign of violence.

Even for a country long notorious for military abuses, the violence and humanitarian crisis now are unprecedented, many experts say.

Myanmar has experienced nearly continuous conflict since its independence in 1948. The country’s military holds unusual power, ruling for decades and often using force to squelch opposition. Its ethnic-
cleansing campaign against Rohingya Muslims in 2017 set off one of the largest refugee crises in history, prompting an international outcry.

Then in 2021, the military staged a coup after an election, and protesters soon filled the streets. When demonstrators were met with a violent crackdown, the opposition’s National Unity Government, led by
ousted politicians and activists, established an armed resistance force. The opposition and its allied forces now effectively control large swaths of the country. As they have gained ground, the military has
resorted to increasing air attacks — many of which hit civilians.

Data shows that there were nearly twice as many military airstrikes reported in April, May and June as in the first three months of the year. Visuals analyzed by The Times and witness accounts reveal what that
escalation looks like on the ground — and how attacks against civilians play an essential role in the military’s strategy.

The military’s strategy is to punish the civilian population for any perceived support of the opposition, said Anthony Davis, an analyst for the Janes group of military publications and an expert on the Myanmar
military.

“It’s about burning villages, bombing villages and forcing the civilian population out of villages,” Mr. Davis said.

Some of those tactics were once used against the Rohingya population in Rakhine State. Back then, the junta displaced around one million people. Since the February 2021 coup, 1.5 million people have been
displaced, according to a report released by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on June 28. Local organizations have estimated the number to be significantly higher.

The United Nations High Commissioner also reported that at least 3,452 people had been killed by the military and its allies since the coup.

“Until the military dictatorship is overthrown, we remain haunted by the uncertainty of which day our lives may be extinguished,” said U Maung Maung, 25, who was injured while fleeing an airstrike in
February.

“Almost every day, our village endured bombings”

Opposition forces are now effectively in control of half Myanmar’s land. With the fighting no longer limited to pockets of the country, the military is woefully undermanned on the ground, said Mr. Davis, the
Janes analyst. “It’s not just, We’re fighting in Rakhine or we’re fighting in Kachin. What you’ve got now is the military on the back foot increasingly having to fight almost everywhere.”

The military is using jets supplied by China and Russia and relies on a fuel supply chain that experts say should be hit with stronger sanctions to rein in the attacks. “As long as the Myanmar military continues
to be allowed to get access to aviation fuel, we are only going to see more and more civilian suffering,” said Nang Sein, the Myanmar researcher at Amnesty International.

While opposition groups have expanded their arsenal of light weaponry, their only airpower is small drones rigged to drop homemade munitions. These drones have been increasingly used to target military
posts and troops.

Resistance forces, too, have been accused of abuses during the conflict. But the indiscriminate nature of the air campaign, and its widespread impact on civilians, is unique to the military.

In some of its most brazen attacks, the military has launched airstrikes on public events seen as affiliated with the opposition — including the opening of an administrative center in the Sagaing region and a
concert for the anniversary of an independence group in Kachin State.

Data from the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project, which collects information on conflicts around the world, shows that airstrikes have become more frequent throughout the conflict. Over 40
military strikes were reported in June alone — more than any other month this year. Altogether, 2023 has had a monthly average of 30 airstrikes, the highest for any year of the conflict so far.

Most of the airstrikes take place in opposition-held areas.

In some cases, these strikes are called in by ground forces to counter specific opposition attacks on army posts. But much more often, they are indiscriminate, which means that civilians bear the brunt of the
violence. Mr. Davis estimated that at least 85 percent of deaths from the strikes were civilian.

“Right now, air power is very largely about punishment,” he said. “Its direct military impact is pretty minimal.”

The strikes come at all hours of the day, some as early as 4 a.m.

“The military wants to send a message that you either stay on our side or you are our enemy,” said Ms. Nang, the Amnesty International researcher.

Visual evidence verified by The Times shows that strikes have hit schools, hospitals and places of worship. In several cases, local residents said that there had been no resistance fighters present in their village,
though there was no way to confirm this.

On June 27, a military jet struck a monastery in the village of Nyaung Kone. One resident, U Zaw Htwe, said that a monk and nine other civilians had been killed. Images from the scene show the monastery
destroyed.

Other photographs show damage to a high school and to a hospital in the Sagaing region after an airstrike on Feb. 23. “The primary focus of the assault that day was the hospital,” said Mr. Maung Maung, the
resident who was injured.

And nine people, including four children, were killed in what witnesses said was a military airstrike on March 30 in the village of Khuafo, in Thantlang Township. Video shows extensive destruction in the
village.

Ngun Hoi, 40, was seriously injured in the airstrike. She remains bedridden in a hospital after having a steel rod inserted in her leg. Mrs. Ngun Hoi has fled attacks by the military multiple times since the coup,
a common experience in Myanmar.

“I served as an employee at a hospital in Thantlang,” she said. “Unfortunately, the Myanmar military burned our home there, compelling me to seek refuge in Khuafo village — where fate had an airstrike in
store for me.”

“They perished in the flames”

The burning of villages, like Mrs. Ngun Hoi’s former home, is another tactic long used by the military to break the will of the opposition. As with the air campaign, the military has recently escalated its
scorched-earth campaign.

Drone footage captures the military in the act of burning down Let Htoke Taw village in the southern Sagaing region.

An armed man walks out of one of the homes. Moments later, it goes up in flames.

A satellite image captured on May 6 confirms the date of the attack. Fires raging in several parts of the village are visible.

When fighter jets or helicopters are involved, attacks can be easily attributed to government forces. But responsibility for fires is often much more difficult to prove. The video of the soldier leaving the house,
first analyzed and shared with The Times by the nongovernmental organization Myanmar Witness, is rare evidence of troops in the act.

Mr. Davis, who reviewed the footage, said there was no doubt that this was state security forces at work. “The helmets, the distinctive way many of them shoulder their rifles and the military discipline and
organization at some moments make that entirely clear,” he said.

Daw Thein Htay, whose home was burned in the attack, said that soldiers had threatened to incinerate the village unless residents disclosed the location of an opposition leader. “When we said we did not know,
they set our village on fire,” she said.

Fires like this are most concentrated in the opposition stronghold of Sagaing; some villages have been burned repeatedly. Mrs. Thein Htay said that the villagers in Let Htoke Taw were warned of a repeat attack
if they dared to reconstruct their homes.

A recent analysis by Myanmar Witness found an alarming increase in fires, with nearly six times as many identified in December 2022 as in December 2021. The United Nations High Commissioner for Human
Rights said in July that around 60,000 civilian structures had been burned since the start of the coup.

Satellite imagery reveals the extent of the destruction wrought by fires in Myanmar. Between May 25 and June 1 alone, The Times identified at least seven clearly burned villages spread across three states.

Four were captured in satellite imagery while burning.

The destruction of food storage facilities and livestock has also been a common tactic in the military’s offensive. Photographs shared by Myanmar Witness show the burning of grain piles and of a rice storage
facility in mid-November in Paung Hle Kone in the Sagaing region.

One resident, U Maung Tun Sein, said that Paung Hle Kone was just one of several villages in the area where the military had destroyed rice storage facilities that week.

Civilians across the country have died in the raids and widespread burning.

“Even as we sought refuge in the jungle while our homes were torched, we remained in hiding because the soldiers of the army pursued us,” Mr. Maung Tun Sein said. “Their objective was not solely to destroy
houses but to inflict harm upon the inhabitants as well.”

Some vulnerable groups, like the elderly, are not able to flee at all. On March 25 in Sagaing’s Son Kone village, over 150 homes were burned to the ground. Six of the seven people killed in the fire were 70 or
older, a resident said.

“When the soldiers arrived at the village, seven elderly individuals who were unable to flee sought refuge in their homes,” recounted U Sein Myint, a survivor of the attack. “Tragically, the military set their
houses ablaze, leaving them with no means of escape. The elderly residents met a horrifying fate as they perished in the flames.”

Nearly everyone who spoke to The Times said they lived in constant fear. Even outside the most active conflict zones, the military carries out extensive monitoring to suppress support for the opposition. Any
hint of resistance can lead to arrest.

“In Myanmar, people die every day because the army kills them, but we don't even dare to change our profile picture on Facebook to a black screen as a sign of mourning,” said U Thet Swe, a businessman in
Yangon. “We are living in such a situation that we do not dare to mourn the death of our own citizens.”

War crimes by Myanmar's military 'more frequent and brazen', UN probe finds (Reuters) By Gabrielle Tétrault-Farber and Thu Thu Aung
August 8, 2023

War crimes committed by Myanmar's military, including the bombing of civilians, have become "increasingly frequent and brazen", a team of United
Nations investigators said in a report published on Tuesday.

The report by the Independent Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar (IIMM), which covered the period between July 2022 and June 2023, said there was "strong evidence that the Myanmar military and its
affiliate militias have committed three types of combat-related war crimes with increasing frequency and brazenness".

These crimes include the indiscriminate or disproportionate targeting of civilians using bombs and the burning of civilian homes and buildings, resulting at times in the destruction of entire villages, it said.

The report also cited “killings of civilians or combatans detained during operations”.

"Our evidence points to a dramatic increase in war crimes and crimes against humanity in the country, with widespread and systematic attacks against civilians, and we are building case files that can be used by
courts to hold individual perpetrators responsible," said Nicholas Koumjian, head of the IIMM.

Since a junta seized power two years ago, Myanmar has been plunged into chaos, with a resistance movement fighting the military on multiple fronts after a bloody crackdown on opponents that saw Western
countries re-impose sanctions.

A spokesperson for the junta could not be reached for comment on the findings made by U.N. investigators.

The junta has previously denied atrocities have taken place, saying it is carrying out a legitimate campaign against terrorists.

Although it has justified bombings as attacks against military targets, UN investigators said the Myanmar military "should have known or did know" that a large number of civilians were in or around the alleged
targets when the attacks took place.
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Truth and Reconciliation: the responsibility of education and teachers towards Sami, Kven and Forest Finn communities in Norway (Education International)
Kathrine Blyverket
August 9, 2023

In 2018, Norway’s Parliament established the Truth and Reconciliation Commission to examine historic policies and activities relating to Indigenous
Peoples, including attempts to assimilate them. On 1 June 2023, after five years of work, the commission presented its report, based on interviews
with more than 700 people, illustrating very clearly that the wounds are yet to be healed. Through these testimonies, individuals or small groups
have communicated their feelings and experiences relating to the Norwegianization policy and injustice. The most frequent topics that are linked to
Norwegianization are language, discrimination, schooling and identity. Therefore, the Norwegian school system has unfortunately played a significant
role to carry out the state’s intention to assimilate the Sami and the national minorities, the Kven and the Forest Finn. In the hearing in Parliament
and at the Education Conference organised by the Sami Parliament, the Union of Education Norway shared its concern regarding this painful history
and the need to look forward, repair what can be repaired and, most importantly, ensure this never happens again. In his speech in Parliament in
March, the President of the Union of Education Norway, Steffen Handal, started by saying: “The fact that school, which is both publicly and politically
governed, has contributed to the Norwegianization of the Sami people, is indisputable. With roots going back more than 130 years, our union has
organized many of the teachers who have taught Sami, Kven, and Forest Finn children and young people for several generations, and we must thus
acknowledge responsibility for the assaults on their identity and self-understanding. It is unpleasant to take in. We know today that the neglect of
the Sami language in schools, lack of language training, and suppression of the Sami people during the period of Norwegianization have impacted
Sami culture and influenced the Sami’s view of themselves. Teachers have worked for, and not against the abandonment of language, identity, and
way of life for Sami and Kven pupils to become as similar as possible to Norwegian pupils. The consequences of this are families who have left their
own cultural affiliation to become part of Norwegian society. Indeed I wish that the history of teachers in this context would have been a completely
different one.” In the middle of June, the Sami Parliament invited UEN to address a conference in the North of Norway, to discuss the situation of
Sami schools and Sami education today. It is a fact that there is still a lack of Sami teachers and that Sami students do not receive the cultural and
language education that they are entitled to, according to the Norwegian Constitution and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (article 29). UEN
Executive Board member Thom Jambak stated: “The statistics tell us that every third child quits Sami education in school with the consequence that
Norwegian becomes their main language. This is alarming. The government cannot ‘wait and see’ and hope for a better future. There is a need for
political action. Sami education needs to be a clear right and an integral part of every Sami child’s education, regardless of how many other children
in the municipality claim the same education. School is still a central arena for implementing state policy towards the Sami. There are many
indications that the guidelines in international conventions do not correspond with what Norwegian schools do. Textbooks, curricula, and teaching
practices do not guarantee Sami students equal education. It is therefore high time that national authorities take greater responsibility for Sami
pupils' rights, and that these are regulated in legislation.” UEN proposes that, among others, the following initiatives are important to strengthen the
rights of Sami children and pupils: Individual right to enroll in a Sami-language kindergarten or department. Statutory right to teaching aids in the
three Sami languages. Right to training in a Sami-speaking environment. Inclusion of Sami language as one of the subjects in the Norwegian teacher
training courses. Award-winning doctoral scholarships in Sami language and culture. On 30 August 2023 the union’s Sami Advisory Committee will
host a seminar on “Norwegianization and Reconciliation in Early Childhood Education and in Schools”. The Seminar will focus on the current situation
and will look ahead. To what extent are the rights of Sami children safeguarded in schools and in early education institutions – for instance when it
comes to Sami as language of instruction and teaching material and pedagogical tools in Sami languages? Furthermore, do all children in schools and
in early education institutions get to know about Sami languages, history and culture according to the Framework Plan for the Content and Tasks of
Kindergartens and curricula in schools? What needs to be done to safeguard these rights and learning objectives? UEN insists that, since school has
been an arena for Norwegianization, school must also serve as an arena for correction. It is important for the Union of Education Norway to
contribute to making school a space for revitalizing Indigenous People’s language, the Sami way of life and traditions.
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